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Society of Twentieth Century Wargamers (SOTCW) Terms and Conditions
The SOTCW is now run by Mark Wheeler and a Members Steering Group consisting of five people.
Individual roles are not specific, but Mark Wheeler is responsible for Finance, GDPR and Admin.
Fees can be paid either by cheque payable to M Wheeler or Paypal to sotcw@outlook.com.
The following is the fee structure for 2022, membership runs from January 1st to December 31st.
Membership Fee rate: Basic
Discretionary Rates
(see below for definition)

UK - £20, Europe - € 20, Rest of the World - $20
UK - £15, Europe - € 15, Rest of the World - $15
(No proof of situation required).

(Discretionary applies to unemployed, senior citizens and those in full time education).

Full membership entitlement is The Runner distributed by e mailed PDF and a hard copy Journal.
A printed version of The Runner can be sent if requested. The Journal is in professional
printed form; if pdfs are required please email sotcw@outlook.com. Other benefits include
access to discounted models and figures and free advertising. More benefits are pending.
All material printed in both The Runner and The Journal remains the copy right of the
writer/owner, however The SOTCW reserve the right to reproduce the work in subsequent Society
publications, e.g. Compendium or Period Primers.
It is unclear if the old forum at
The current SOTCW web site at

https://forum.sotcw.co.uk/
https://sotcw.co.uk/

will continue in 2022.
will be re-launched in 2022

Please contact me at: Autumn Lodge, Sorrell Green, Wyverstone, Stowmarket, Suffolk IP14 4TS.
E Mail is sotcw@outlook.com.
You are invited to submit material for both The Runner and The Journal. If possible this
should be in Word format, but finally hand written is fine as long as it is legible. Pictures
should be sent as JPEG or equivalent files unless original hand drawn illustrations. It is unlikely
that we will publish copies of photographs for which copyright is not clear.
Membership Statistics at December 2021: N/A. Expressions of Interest/membershps pending; 70 plus
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The Command Post
Hello and Welcome to the first issue of The Runner.
Firstly, a very big thankyou to all who have responded
to my recent emails – I sent out approximately one
hundred and thirty of these to all the contacts I could
find. I was initially disappointed at the response rate,
but I then recalled that the response to the initial
SOTCW ‘callup’ in Military Modelling was only twenty
or so people back in the mid-eighties. At the time of
writing (late November 2021) I am at 70 positive
responses (ten ‘no’s and the rest are no replies so far)
and counting. This is greater than 50%, and if these
subsequently convert into paid up members, then we
are off to a solid start.

This newsletter should also be seen as something more.
It will act as an advertising tool for SOTCW 2022.
Presently all Runners (not Journals) will all be loaded to
the Society web site and so you are free to distribute it
to all and sundry; in fact the more the merrier. The
reason it is a pdf is to make such distribution easy, and
the more it travels then hopefully the more people will
see where we are now, like it, and join. I would like it to
be widely read and distributed, and I would hope it will
prompt the many lone adherrents amongst us to reach
out and communicate with one another. I would like to
build community with this re-launch, so please keep it
civil and positive – there is far too much of the
alternative today.

A solid start to what you may well ask. For a medium
term view of things please turn to ‘Rear Echelons’ on
page 14, but for this ‘Command Post’ I want to lay out
what our core activity, the two periodicals we are now
producing, will be.

Secondly the re-vamped Journal. This will not be
occasional, it will be quarterly and will initially be a 28
page, hard copy, A4 format, much like the previous one.
It will be professionally printed and distributed through
the post – again, more on this in ‘Rear Echelons’. It will
have a colour centre spread and carry core articles only,
so no letters, news, reviews and adverts in other words.

Firstly, The Runner - this newsletter you now have.
Because it looks like we will not have an online forum
anymore, at least in the short term, there is a need to
have an alternative way to disseminate time sensitive
information. This is The Runner and the idea is that this
will carry all the materials from the old Journal format
that could be viewed as out of date after a short period
of time. So, letters, news, reviews and adverts really.
The Runner will be sent out occasionlly (this should be
monthly at least) but as frequently as we need to in
order to keep communications flowing between us all.
Hopefully, this issue if not perfect, will at least be a good
indication for what The Runner will be.

Why do I use the word ‘initially’? Well, the good news
is that I have had some very keen printing quotes that
make the return to a printed format viable. However, I
do not yet know how funds will shape up as people join
for 2022. The Runner is virtually free to produce and
distribute; producing The Journal is where the costs
are. Obviously, the more who do join then the more
scope we will have for a greater number of pages, or
more colour content, or possibly even a fifth edition at
the end of the year – a Christmas special if you will!
Note though that the first one (2022/1 Spring) will be
held to twenty eight pages, and then we’ll see how
things look for the following edition – 2022/2 Summer.

Producing this newsletter has been a education for me.
It took minutes really to pull the material together – it
took weeks to set up formats and come to grips with
the complexities of Microsoft Word and the new (to
me) world of home publishing. In some ways this was
a good thing as it gave me the chance to think through
what I was trying to convey, and for replies from you all
to come through, and for me to digest what you were
all saying and suggesting. Apologies then if some typing
error or format inconsistencies have crept through, in
order to get the Society back up and running for 2022, I
decided to draw a line and get this first issue of The
Runner out, along with the subscription form that is
part of this PDF.

Some more good news. We already have nearly
enough diverse material for Journal 2022/1 Spring, so I
am confident that with a rapid membership process
targetted for December we can get the first one out by
the end of January. Meanwhile, please go to page 14
for more on the way ahead, and, if you like what you
have read, then please join, and perhaps even put pen
to paper. There is still time to get more content into
The new Journal. Hmmmm, Journal 2022/01 Spring has a nice sound to it I think!
Mark Wheeler (December 2021)
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Lines of Communication
The following are a selection of emailed in comments
and observations initially received to my emailed letter
in November. They are reproduced here as they
illustrate the enthusiasm and concerns that my letter
engendered. Feel free to write in yourself and
comment further with additional perspectives or views.

The copies I have are "watermarked" or whatever the IT
gobbledegook is for that with my name and order
number so that pirate copies are easily traced.
Regrettably that does not stop the publications being
scanned or photocopied but it does identity the source.
Please see ‘Rear Echelons’ for more on pdf’s and bear
Alan’s letter in mind.

From Grant Parkin:
Are you looking at making the Journal/SOTCW a purely
historically accurate enterprise, or are you willing to
include some 'what-if' ideas/features/articles as long as
they don't sound too outlandish? (I'm not talking about
Martians fighting for the Germans or stuff like that, but
maybe the occasional 'alternate history' takes things?).

Finally for now, some sobering posts on web sites run
by some of our 20mm companies. From Matthew
Hingley of Elheim Miniatures:
As of the 23rd November, we have taken the difficult
decision to close our shop (just for one day) for the
following reasons: We just went to restock our metal
and have discovered our main metal (TIN) has globally
skyrocketed in price. As we have almost no metal in
stock this means that our resupply is going to mean a
price increase and probably the first of many as we have
been absorbing costs for some time now. We use high
quality lead free (or as lead free as it can be) pewter. So
our raw material costs are very high. Despite the Covid
restrictions we have continued to be busy and currently
have a number of orders outstanding, these will be
fulfilled first at the price paid by you. New orders will be
allowed once the price increase has been applied. We
are very sorry about this, it is beyond our control and a
discussion was had whether to simply shut up shop for
a few months and hope prices drop. We decided to stay
open and pass costs on and let you decide if the price is
too high. As it is our suppliers are having problems
securing metal so supply is limited and will be
monitored. If we cannot get the metal in the future or
prices continue to rise we will examine our options
which will include more price rises or restricting sales.

Mark Wheeler replies:
My thoughts are as long as they are grounded in reality
then yes, we should do it. So, there could have been
open conflict between the western allies and the
Russians in 1945, the Chinese could have sent ground
troops to help North Vietnam, Poland could have tried
to extract itself from the Warsaw pact in the mideighties, China may yet invade Taiwan; all these all
sound viable as subject matter, just as is the very
common World War III/Team Yankee etc. scenarios we
have given Journal space to in the past. I think I will
throw this open to members to comment further.
From Martin Goddard (Peter Pig):
Lovely to hear from you. Sounds like you are still
carrying on carrying on. I am very happy to add a link
to the SOTCW site on the Peter Pig website of that
helps? If you have a SOTCW event day in the south
England (including London and below) `I will attend and
put on a game too.

And from Leone Locke of Adler Miniatures:
Production Paused: Having just received a quote for a
new batch of metal which is basically 150 % of the price
we were paying back in 2020 we are having to pause
production while we consider our options, whether to
go for an across the board percentage increase or add a
temporary surcharge. None of the options is very
appealing.

Mark Wheeler replies:
Many thanks to Martin for this vote of confidence and
declaration of support. SOTCW events? Well, nothing
is off the table……………………… KBO after all!
The debate around whether or not to offer The Journal
as a pdf has resulted in the following:
From: Alan Hamilton:
I am also concerned that articles I write for free so
MEMBERS can be shared to non-members at no benefit
to the membership. I have published a couple of books
based on expanded versions of the articles I wrote for
the Journal. So I am firmly in the printed paper group.
Very rarely I have bought a pdf.

As in ‘real life’ I suspect this is a hobby topic that we will
hear more on as 2022 progresses. By the way Elheim is
now open again, but after a price rise I think.
Mark Wheeler
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Winter 2021 Release - 20mm equipment models in resin and white metal
WWII Russian Mine Dogs - 3 miniatures
Set of three Gaz body conversions for PSC
or individually for each type
British FV432 or Sultan Command tent & adaptor
M2 Alligator Ferry
L118 105mm light gun & 6 crew
Wombat armed Land Rover & 3 crew
Centurion ARV MK2
FV 180 CET & Giant Viper mine trailer set
Full Rapier A/A system & vehicles set.
Conqueror MK2
Prices include postage for UK & BFPO locations.
Europe add 23% of total order value.
For the rest of the world add 30% of total order
value (minimum charge £5.00)

£5.50
£16.00
£6.50
£6.50
£20.00
£11.00
£12.00
£15.00
£16.00
£35.00
£12.00

Remember - 10% discount off order value (excluding postage) for SOTCW members!

S & S Models, 22, Briar Close, Burnham on Sea, Somerset, TA8 1HU
Tele. (01278) 780193, E Mail sales@sandsmodels.com

Can you provide artwork for The Journal ? As in Journals past we would like to have a cover
illustration hand drawn to a standard at least equal to that of Peter Newell who provided the
drawing of the F-111 taking off on the rear cover.
If you can do something to this standard (or better!) please email sotcw@outlook.com.
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The Armourey
A recent surprise release is a injection moulded M24
Chaffee in 1/72 scale from Forces of Valor, reference
FOV-873014A. This brand has been around for a while
but hard to find of late – now comes an all new tool
from them of a tank only done previously in injection
moulded plastic by Hasegawa in 1/72 and of course by
Matchbox (now Revell) in 1/76 scale. Both of these are

presently available even though their tools go back fifty
plus years now(!). The Forces of Valor kit weighs in at
fifty eight parts in olive drab plastic, and a further five
in black flexible material being one piece bendy tracks
and a crew man with separate arms. So, not a snap kit
by any means, but a simple model anyway. The sprue
layout is below:

The comparison shots opposite show left to right the
kits by Forces of Valor, Hasegawa and Matchbox. Both
the first two are virtually identical in size, which is to a
generous 1/72 scale. The diminutive Matchbox offering
is to 1/76 scale of course; all have around 60 parts in
them and basic decal sheets.
The Forces of Valor kit is by far the best detailed and
has a very clear general assembly instructions booklet,
only let down by too much multi-lingual content so
small it is almost impossible to read. It also scores on
price – my example was circa £7 and is available from E
Models in the UK, whilst the Hasegawa model is an eye
watering £10 to £15 now, if you can find it.
Mark Wheeler
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Space limitations in this issue prevent me from detailed
reviews but here are some mentions I really must make.
Shown below are two examples of WWII vehicles from
the growing 1/72 scale range from 1-72 Scale

Miniatures. Produced in printed resin and white metal
for fine detail parts, detail is very crisp. I will have a lot
more to say on these and other models in future issues.

Recent releases from Lancer Miniatures include
marvellous single piece castings in 1/72 scale of an
Austin K2 ambulance and a Bedford MWD. Lancer have
advised that they are 3d resin castings initially and once
a vehicle starts selling in higher quantities the master is

then made into a split mould and cast in normal tank
resin. Turrets, where applicable continue to be cast in
metal. The grey Austin is in 3d resin, whilst the MWD in
yellow is casting resin. More news to come soon.

Mark Wheeler
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Little Warriors
The plastic figure manufacturer Mars have just released
a rather good set of WWII US Machine Gunners (72125)
in 1/72, or 20mm, scale. When they began production
their output was centred around re-issued sculpts by
other manufacturers such as Esci and Matchbox, or by
their own original sculpts which were of very variable

quality. Around 2019 however they began the release
of much higher quality original sets with the likes of set
72119, German Paratroopers (tropical uniform) and Set
72124, US Infantry (Winter Uniform) being of note. This
trend continues with this release comprising 32 figures
on four identical sprues.

Typical figure height is 24mm which puts them into a
medium 20mm category as illustrated by the picture
immediately above5. They will blend in well height wise
with the Esci/Italeri set (last but one figure on the right)
though are slightly more bulky’ They will not blend with
the Type 2 Airfix Marines, but maybe will with the
Matchbox set (first and second from the left
respectively). Pleasing for me is to see that they will
mix with the old Airfix Type 1 Marines which make up
my ‘fun’ generic WW2 US Army who, up to now, were
lacking any machine gun support other than
conversions – thank you Mars! Note the last figure on
the right who is from the new Zvezda ‘Art of Tactic’ set
which blends perfectly with those by Esci/Italeri.

Accuracy is good with certain kit placing them on the DDay beaches, and in general the appearance is of latter
war US infantry with the M1943 uniform principally
depicted. Of note is the machine guns provided; the
two weapons firing are the water cooled medium .30
calibre Browning M1917 (only available elsewhere in
plastic from Esci/Italeri) and the much more often
depicted M1919 air cooled weapon. Good choices as
the heavier Browning 0.50 calibre is much more
common in plastic sets. Note the running figure (fourth
from left) carries the product improved M1919 weapon
not introduced until very late in 1944. Overall a
versatile set and recommend.
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Shown below are four sets of WWII Sikh infantry from
1-72 Scale Miniatures, a company based in both Spain
and the UK and formed 2-3 years ago. The first large
project they have undertaken is the WWII South Pacific
and South East Asia theatres and Japanese and
Commonwealth forces are covered in some depth. This
is presently being followed up with an extensive range
of Finns and Russians for the Winter War. Other plans
will include the North West European theatre and

North Africa. The Korean War 1952 is also in the
planning stage. The figures shown below are for the Far
East, North Africa and much of the Mediterranean.
Originally their medium was white metal but they have
now begun to change to a plastic/resin type material
called Siocast. I am not knowledgeable, but this
appears to be a similar material, or process at least, that
Plastic Soldier Company are now utilising. A selection
from the Sikh infantry sets is shown below.

In height and stature they are to a medium 20mm in
size – so about 24mm high and with a stocky
appearance that means they won’t mix well with most
generally slighter plastic ranges – even the recent
Strelets Indian infantryman (second left below) blends

no better than he does with Matchbox and Airfix
sculpts. In summary – very impressive in their own right
but do more research if you want them to blend with
other manufacturers figures.

Mark Wheeler
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There is no room (or time!) now to do full justice to an in-depth review of the excellent
Enfilade range. Watch for this in the next issue of The Runner!
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IMPORTANT! WE ARE ASKING THAT EVERYONE IN ATTENDANCE BRING EVIDENCE OF EITHER THEIR COVID
VACCINATION, OR A RECENT NEGATIVE COVID TEST. WE WILL CHECK THESE ON THE DOOR. A VALID NHS PASS
COVERS BOTH OF THESE. FACE MASKS ARE MANDATORY AS PER GOVERNMENT GUIDELINES UNLESS EXCEMPT AND
THERE WILL BE HAND SANITISER AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE CENTRE AND THE HALL.
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Incoming
We are at that interesting point in the year when
announcements are due to start for new product
releases for the coming twelve months. The recent
pandemic and now the surge in material costs is
affecting our hobby as well, so announcements are
either thin of the ground, or open to more scepticism
than normal. Indeed, many scheduled 2021 releases
have not yet appeared, however, here is the 2022 news
on all new kits (not reissues) I have gleaned so far:
From IBG Models in 1/72 scale – 72093, 3Ro Italian
Covered Truck, 72098, 3Ro Italian Truck with 100/17
100mm Howitzer, 72102, Cromwell Mk.IV British Tank
(Hull Type C) and 72108, Centaur Mk.IV British Tank.
And also from IBG’s occasional ‘World at War’ range is
the A10 Mk.IA British cruiser close support Tank.
Zvezda are promising an M4A2 75mm Sherman in 1/72
scale and a set of US Marines to complement their
move into the US forces in their ‘Art of Tactic’ range.
The following are 20mm resin and white metal vehicles
mastered by Shaun Matthews of S&S Models. They are
not yet scheduled for release, but Shaun advises they
will be next year. First up are a series of Chieftains
starting with the Mk 9 and the Mark 11. The main
difference is the Mk. 9 turret has a long narrow NBC
pack and the Mk11 has the same NBC pack as well as
the still brew armour. Either can have a hessian barrel
and either guarded or open track work.

And as good as all these are, my forthcoming favourites
is a range of all newly mastered LVT’s!
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There are more cold war vehicles now completed that
Shaun wanted me to announce. The self-propelled gun
shown is the M55 203mm short barrel SPG used by the
USA, Belgium and West Germany. A long barrel version
is also mastered (nearly identical) and is the 155mm
M53 SPG used by the US Marines early in Vietnam.

There are also two m945 pontoon carrier trucks, used
by the US Army and the Marines for carrying the ribbon
pontoon bridge sections. One of these is shown above.
Watch these pages and Shauns updates on his web site
and various forums for release dates.
Mark Wheeler

The Mystery of the Missing Zwischenlösung?
Browsing the excellent Hannants website, clicking
through I saw an image of a Jagdpanzer IV
Zwischenlösung, in 1/72 scale by Unimodel – advertised
as a future release. Keen

modellers will know that this “interim” version of the
Jagdpanzer IV with its more boxy superstructure has
not been tooled before in mainstream injection
moulding. I swiftly put one into “My Backorder” and
quietly anticipated. A couple of weeks later I received
the email from Hannants saying it was ready to buy,
only to experience a crashing disappointment. The new
Unimodel 1/72 Jagdpanzer was not the interim
Zwischenlösung model but a more standard Jagdpanzer
IV with the L48 gun, the much less exciting Sdkfz 162
version. Imagine the pain? Now herein lies the mystery,
did I mistake the image of a standard Jagdpanzer for the
Zwischenlösung? Was I drinking whiskey at the time,
am I losing my AFV recognition skills with age, or have
we been deceived? Well a swift Google search found
the image – there is a Unimodel Zwischenlösung, but it
is not yet available, the image is on the Hannants
website and on Scalemates after all, kit number 553 phew. So our anticipation will have to linger a while
longer, will it have photo etched or plastic grill shurtzen
we wonder.
Steven Bowns
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Reconnaissance Report - Battleground – Stockton 2021
After two years of lockdowns, cancellations and
postponements, it was nice to get back to some reality
and eventually attend a show ‘in the flesh’, and have a
catch up with old friends and also see what is new in the
world of wargaming.
Battleground is a show that is hosted by Pendraken
Miniatures and has free entry. Held at the Queens
Campus, Stockton, the show venue is a large sports hall,
and there are plenty of free car parking spaces either
directly outside, or around the venue. The hall itself is a
single ground level building, which allows good access for
people with mobility or disability issues. With ample
space inside the hall for traders, gamers and the
wonderful ‘table top’ sale, the room doesn’t feel
cluttered, and there is enough distance from one table
to another that allows you space to observe what is
going on, but doesn’t hinder movement throughout the
rest of the show.
The catering facilities on offer are basic, with a tea &
coffee stand/table in the foyer or a small catering van
selling hot food, drinks and sandwiches located at the
main entrance. As the show only lasts about four hours,
I find both options are fine if you need a hot drink or
something to ‘plug a hole’ until you get home for a main
meal. Both had very reasonable prices.
Twenty one traders attended this year, with 3 new ones
showing their wares for the first time. Traders that
attend, sell everything from dice and paints to figures,
vehicles, terrain and books. A couple of ‘new to me’
traders are now selling 3D printed items, and some
wonderful models, (the 3D printed animals really caught
my eye), were on show. The trade stands form a
perimeter around the walls of the hall, and the games
tables and re-enactment societies are spread around the
centre of the hall. There is lots of space in the show
between stands, so offers access for wheelchair users
and pedestrians alike. Speaking with a few of the traders,
they were all upbeat about the future of the wargames
industry/hobby, and the three new traders attending for
the first time, seemed to be getting positive feedback
about what they had to offer.

fun!! Varied arrays of historical events/games are
portrayed at the show, so there is always something for
everyone, depending upon what period takes your
fancy!! Of the demo and participation games, I was
particularly smitten by the striking cliff terrain of a WW2
Italy game (by "Generals & Kings") and the beautiful
home-made walls and buildings of a Berber town, in a
participation game of a Viking raid, (by "Wargames in the
Dungeon"). Another game also caught my eye due to its
unusual subject matter, an all African battle, near Benin,
in the 19th century; it had some striking stylised homemade buildings, along with beautifully painted 28mm
figures, (presented by “Durham Wargames Group").
This show is quite relaxed and enjoyable, and ran from
10am till 2pm, although I ran out of steam about 1.30pm
having got there early (too early) at 9.10am. The doors
don’t open to the public till 10am. The downside of this
show was once again the lack of signage to the event, but
I believe this is something beyond Leon’s control, so if
you wish to attend next year, (and you haven’t been
before), I strongly recommend use of a sat-nav, or go
with someone who has been and knows the way!!
On a personal level, I am more interested in history and
modelling as opposed to gaming, so it’s the traders that
attract my attention rather than the games being played.
There were books, figures, terrain of all sorts to tempt
you to part with your money. Books and figures/models
are more my thing, and whilst nothing took my fancy,
(although I was tempted by a 3D printed woolly
mammoth), it was a charitable purchase of just a couple
of old Airfix plastic kits from the ‘table top’ sale that had
me splashing the cash!!
In conclusion, a good browse at the trader’s wares, and
a good catch up with Carl Luxford were the order of the
day. And it was a thoroughly enjoyable wargaming show.
You can find out about future shows at
https://www.battlegroundshow.co.uk/ with next year’s
show date is planned for the last Saturday in November,
26th November 2022, but watch that website and the
soon to be revised SOTCW website for announcements.

Hopefully now Covid-19 restrictions are being lifted,
Three participation games were held, along with 12
more shows will be starting up again, and this can only
demonstration games put on by wargames
be a positive thing for the hobby we all enjoy.
clubs/societies that attended the event, so you could just
watch and chat, or actually get involved and enjoy the
Grant Parkin and Carl Luxford
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The PX
This is a column I would like to see develop and the
purpose of which is to try and help members both
dispose of and obtain elusive hobby items they need.
Please email sotcw@outlook.com with item details
including a jpeg picture if available, and we will ensure it
gets into the next available Runner. Include your contact
address or email so that either a sale or an exchange can
be worked out with prospective buyers.

If you can assist with either of these please email me at
mljw1954@hotmail.com so we can sort out a
transaction.

I’ll start the ball rolling with a couple of items I am after.
Below is a now discontinued Homebase own brand matt
emulsion paint called ‘Village Green’. It came in both 1
litre and 75 millilitre plastic pots and I use it for figure
bases and to periodically re-paint my wargames table.
Perhaps you have one lying around at home, in the
garage or under the sink that you no longer need ?

I have for sale an oddity from the eighties in the shape of
an Estern European moulded Playfix Mil-6 ‘Hook’
helicopter kit. It is complete but the decals (which are
civilian) are unusable. At a quoted scale of 1/100 it will
fit nicely into 15mm NATO/Warpact games. Price is
£10.00 plus £3.20 postage (UK, other locations please
email). Contact is via mljw1954@hotmail.com.

The second item I am most keen to get hold of is an old
vacuum formed emplacement by Bellona as pictured
opposite. It is actually the largest of three pieces all
included on a moulding referenced as UB-8. This is the
largest of the three (the other two were an outsized
fallen tree and a smaller semi-circular emplacement
somewhat similar to the large one). I would dealy love
to get hold of another one of these if at all possible – can
you help ?

Mark Wheeler
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Battlefields
For some years now I have had the pleasure to deal with
French master modeller Loic Neveu who manufactures a
superb range of poyurethane resin buildings and ruins, in
scales 15-20mm and 15mm. This size difference is quite
relevant. The 15-20mm models are carefully sized to fit
in with both 15mm and 20mm figures, but with the latter
it means a small footprint is achieved on the table – a
visual appearance I prefer. Care is needed however. I
have found that the 15mm sub-ranges (mainly those for
the Napoleonic Wars) are noticibly smaller and really
meant for most actual 15mm sized figures.
I now have many of his models but one in particular I
would like to share with you from the Stalingrad/East
Front sub-range. Pictured below is a factory referenced
STAL 20 – ‘part with roof’. This measures approximately
22cm by 25cm and is a three part model. The corrugated
roof and girder are located over the square building but
I have left these off so that the detail can be appreciated.
I have placed three Figures Armour Artillery 20mm
German figures (from the collection of member and good
friend Alan Phillips) so these sizes can be translated into
something more visual. The picture also shows the high
level of detail that Loic acieves in his work as well, though

the perspective I have used does not show the relevant
size of the figures to good effect, but hopefully you get
the picture………... Obviously the models come from
France where I think Loic is a one man operation. All that
I have so far received came through carefully packed
with no damage though, as you may notice, there is
some slight warping to the front arched wall. I am not
concerned by this; when the time comes to paint and
commision the model the application of either hot water
or a hair dryer will serve to gently straighten this. Air
bubbles and flash are none existant. The debris is there,
but not in such quantities that figures cannot be placed
within at ease.
Loic does not seem to have a name for his operation but
here is a link to his blog, from which orders can be
progressed https://neveu.blog4ever.com/photos. This
site is well worth wandering around for both ordering
purposes and its general content. There is no on-line cart
but ordering is quite straight forward via email, and then
payment when Loic advises the order is ready.
Recommended without reservation.
Mark Wheeler
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The Quartermasters Stores
The following items are offered for sale to members of the SOTCW (only). All items are complete, though packaging
may be aged. Purchase process is to email me for availability. If it is unsold you will then have first refusal. If payment
is not forthcomimg then I will offer to subsequent responders. Prices are excluding postage which is £1.75 flat rate per
item. Items have been donated and all proceeds go to the SOTCW. Note – these prices are keen and this is a benefit
for SOTCW members only. Can we keep it that way please.

Make
Models

Skytrex
Skytrex
Skytrex
Skytrex
Skytrex
Skytrex
Britannia
Britannia
Britannia
Britannia
Figures Revell
Revell
Die Cast LLedo
Chota
Figures Sahib
Brooks
Miniature

Per Item
Price

Number
Available

Description

Condition

M20 Utilty
Sherman
Crusader II
Crusader I
Sherman
Valentine
IS II
T-34/85
Bedford QLT
Sherman
1/72 02526
1/72 02527
Dodge

White metal (W/M) 20mm
M4A3 with 76mm (W/M) 20mm
W/M 20mm (20/198A)
W/M 20mm
Sherman Firefly 1C (W/M) 20mm
W/M 20mm
Resin & W/M 20mm
Resin & W/M 20mm
Resin & W/M 20mm Infantry Truck
Resin & W/M 20mm Mk.1
Vietnam Viet Cong/NVA (ex ESCI)
Vietnam US Forces (ex ESCI)
Days Gone Ambulance (28mm?)

£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£3.00

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

54mm
28mm
28mm

Vietnam USMC Grenadier See
Taliban – 9 figures
Pictures
UK Forces – 5 figures
Below

£3.00
£3.00
£3.00

1
1
1

There are many more kits and figures as well as some
books to be listed soon – lack of space precludes them all
being listed now. Please email sotcw@outlook.com –
payment can be by either cheque or Paypal but do email
first so I can reserve your item (s).
A few back issue sets of six prior Journals are available at
£6.00 per set plus postage. Sets 71-76 and 65-70 and
also a few of Compendium 29-31. Please email
sotcw@outlook.com for availability.
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The Runner

Rear Echelons
I can report that the transition of the Society is now
complete. The running of it is now back with me and a
newly formed members steering group who have the
power of veto and approval over major policy and
finance decisions – more on these folk and the steering
group remit soon. But, I hear you say, transition to
what ?

These may alter during 2022 if not well received, but
here is the current status on these:


For the last six years or so the Society reacted as best it
could to a change in administration/Team, and has
been buffeted by significant changes in the nature of
the hobby, much of it due to the remorseless advance
of online media and instant consumerism. There is a
view that the Society’s attempt to accommodate these
trend changes had to be tried, but in so doing perhaps
lost the intention, spirit and meaning of ‘Society’.



Well, in the light of experience, this is now the SOTCW,
re-launched in the hope of recapturing things past and
faded. Re-invented? Well, possibly. When Jim
Webster, Dave Allsop and I began the SOTCW in 1986/7
it was with an ambitious hobby view. We were to be
the organisation for ‘modern wargamers’ (to this day I
am not sure what a ‘modern’ wargamer is!). We were
going to have a quarterly magazine, special offers,
supporting publications, a steering team that met
regularly and a regional organisation base that met,
supported shows and reported back to center via the
pages of the quarterly magazine. Looking back now,
somewhat older and wiser, I realise there was one flaw
in this overblown vision. It was unsustainable.
Although the vision flourished even as far as the midnineties, the real life demands on the steering team
(that never really had a clearly defined role) meant that
people fell away and a slavish adherence to the vision
resulted in burn-out by most. The other reason for
demise was changing times. In hindsight back in the
late eighties what we were doing was just a minor
extrapolation of the hobby as it was through the sixties
and seventies – World War Two was the pre-eminient
period and even the magazine was produced in the
same amateurish style as Donald Featherstones
wonderfull ‘Wargamers Newsletter’! Then the times
changed, and we did not.
So, what have we learned and what will we do
differently, or is this just a nostalgia trip? Without
further ado, here is how we will start, and next steps.






Firm/Definite - a regular pdf distributed
newsletter (The Runner) bringing reviews,
adverts, letters, product announcements,
second hand items, special offers and all things
wargaming for sale and wanted. This may
come out once a month or once a week – it will
have variable length. It will depend on the rate
of news and how time sensitive it is.
Firm/Definite – a quarterly magazine of at least
28 pages, possibly rising to 48 pages as funds
and material permit, (The Journal) with
wargames and modelling content. It will be
professionally printed in partial colour with
background information on ranges of
miniatures, backing up each core article on
wargaming. It will give you the ‘how and the
what’ as well as the ‘who and the where’ for
each historical summary. It will not be offered
routinely as a pdf for copyright reasons.
Firm/In progress – an update to the web site to
go ‘live’ soon – see the next Runner for news.
Proposed/Under review – primer booklets
addressing specific periods or campaigns within
them. The word ‘primer’ means they will be
aimed at new entrants to the hobby. They will
be of nominal cost and maybe free for
members. More work needed.
Out of Scope – an online forum. There are so
many of these available by other groups to
people who want such things. If we had one,
then we would not need The Runner, I guess ?

A further word on the content of this issue. It is
overwhelmingly 20mm, but to be very clear, there is no
scale or medium (miniatures, boardgames, computer
games) that is not in scope for the SOTCW. But I need
input and enthusiasm from members to make it
happen. You are now invited to send in contributions
to any of the workstreams above. They can be
drawings, articles, news items, show reports, club
details, musings. Typed and sent by email is preferable
but hand written is fine as long as it is legible. Thank
you for your interest and I do hope this first effort will
prompt you to join us and get involved.
Mark Wheeler (December 2021)
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Membership Form SOTCW
(Society of Twentieth Century Wargamers)
Name:
Address: (Please include
postcode)
Please print clearly in capitals!

E Mail:

About Us

The SOTCW is an amateur group of enthusiasts whose interests
extend to all forms of table top wargaming, including modelling,
gaming and collecting from 1900 to the present day.

Membership Fee rate: Basic
Discretionary Rates
(see below for definition)

UK - £20, Europe - € 20, Rest of the World - $20
UK - £15, Europe - € 15, Rest of the World - $15
(No proof of situation required).

About You
What scales
are you interested in ?
What conflicts since 1900
interest you ?
Do you want the Journal
as a PDF?
Do you want the SOTCW
to have a Forum ?
Is there anything else
you would like to add ?

Next Steps to Join:

Signed:

Membership Fee for 2022

£

€

senior citizens and those in full

$ 20 / 15
is enclosed by cheque / Paypal
circle as appropriate - paypal as friends/family option)
sotcw@outlook.com

time education).

Make cheques in GBP payable to M Wheeler please.

(Discretionary applies to unemployed, (please

Please return this form in the post as below or by e mail to sotcw@outlook.com
Please feel free to email me at sotcw@outlook.com with questions and comments.

Mark Wheeler, Autumn Lodge, Sorrell Green, Wyverstone,
Stowmarket, Suffolk IP14 4TS, United Kingdom
Note: Memberships cannot be progressed without this form.

The SOTCW is taking off on a new mission!!

Forthcoming
articles in
preparation
for the first
issue of the
re-launched
Journal –
SOTCW
2022/01:







Storming the Schwaben Redoubt – The Somme, 1916
Basic Training – What is 20mm anyway!
Rules mechanisms – locating directions of fire in wargames
One Hour Skirmish scenarios
Forgotten Armies – where are those figure ranges now?
Cruel Seas – Naval wargames in the Adriatic in WWII

Are you with us ?

